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We thank the Committees for the opportunity to provide constructive written and oral submissions.

The IEJ submission on the fiscal framework and revenue proposals focuses on the following key
recommendations:

The need for a new macroeconomic framework: New targets and resourcing for rights realisation
The IEJ believes that the current macroeconomic framework is economic suicide and inconsistent with
the Constitutional obligations of the government to protect and advance human rights. We urge the
Committee to call for a macroeconomic framework that targets unemployment, poverty, and inequality.
National budgets have prioritising debt stabilisation through a rush to reach a primary budget surplus.
As a result, cuts have been made to public goods such as public services while tax windfalls have been
used to pay down debt. The tabled National Budget proposes a real reduction in non-interest
expenditure of R162 billion over the medium term. This is a real decrease of 2.65% and comes on top of
previous budget cuts.

While the NT has argued that this is not an austerity budget, in its response to civil society, it has argued
that cuts are necessary due to underperformance by some government departments. The NT however
fails to state what measures are put in place for it to undertake the human rights impact assessment of
these cuts. We submit that National Treasury must publish assessments of the implications of all budget
policies and then work to reduce inequality and any negative and regressive budgetary impacts. The
Budget, for example, has not accounted for how women, especially in rural areas, are impacted by its
austerity measure.

The cuts to real non-interest expenditures continue to undermine the provision of public services and
reduction in allocation to the SRD grant.
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The IEJ agrees with the NT that there are structural constraints, e.g. water, transport, etc. However, we
argue that fiscal policy has a fundamental role to play in this and other social and economic sectors. NT
fundamentally views fiscal expenditure as full of waste and inefficiency. Ultimately, government must
expand carefully-selected public expenditure, coordinated with monetary and industrial policy, to
address the country’s biggest and most immediate challenges and mobilise financing for developmental
reindustrialisation. Fiscal consolidation must not be prioritised above all else, and policymaking must
align with evidence and the Constitution.

Eskom debt relief
The IEJ welcomed the debt relief extended to Eskom. However, the conditionalities attached to it will
only accelerate privatisation and be a key obstacle for Eskom to addressing the load-shedding crisis. The
private profit margins of IPPs will drive up prices, resulting in the majority of poor people not being able
to afford electricity. Secondly, IPPs do not have sufficient capacity to tackle the scale of load shedding.
We submit that unconditional debt relief should be only one part of a wider debt restructuring process.
The relief should include a reduction in repayments to private debt holders (“haircuts”) and the
overcapitalised Government Employees’ Pension Fund writing off its share of Eskom’s debt.

Tax Proposals
In the context of widespread social need attempts to raise additional revenue have not been made. At
the same time, a number of tax relief measures accrue to the well-off.

Progressive taxation should be used to create fiscal space, redistribute income, and invest in public
services and social protection. This should include, at least, Immediately returning the corporate income
tax rate to 28%, introducing a wealth tax, raising funds for basic income through social security,
reducing, or removing, tax breaks through pension and medical aid rebates for higher-income earners,
raising tax rates on income from wealth, for example, through estate duty and dividend taxes,
interrogate the implications of the introduction of the global minimum tax on MNCs.
We reiterate that Budget 2023 is anti-poor. This is because it is based on a macroeconomic framework
that has prioritised debt stabilisation at the expense of service provision. The continued policy of
austerity has also undermined levels of public and private investment and failed to grow the economy.
We reiterate that the committee must reject this Budget and call for one that prioritises addressing
unemployment, poverty, and inequality.
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https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/opinionista/2023-03-02-budget-2023-unlikely-to-address-load-shedding-and-deliver-affordable-electricity/?utm_source=socialshare&utm_medium=whatsapp
https://www.iej.org.za/financing-options-for-a-universal-basic-income-guarantee-in-south-africa/

